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Introduction
Density functional methods have become quite a useful tool for the discussion of groundstate properties of nonrelativistic many body systems1. In view of the complexity of the field theoretical many particle problem a generalization of these methods to the relativistic domain would be desirable. As a natural testing ground one would consider (heavy) atomic systems for which QED, the best developped relativistic field theory, applies, and a large number of Dirac-Fock results are available for comparison. In this note we attempt to set up a relativistic TFDW model. The corresponding nonrelativistic limit has been used and discussed extensively. We will, however, keep the arguments general enough in order to approach possible extensions.
2. The groundstate of a relativistic N-electron system in the Hartree-Fock approximation
For the discussion of atomic systems we consider the QED Lagrangian 
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JOURNAL DEPHYSIQUE is hermitian gnd invariant under charge conjugation2. The external (electronnucleus) interaction Vext ", which is assumed to be time independent, is treated classically. The photon mass p is introduced to avoid infrared divergencies at intermediate steps and will be removed by taking the limit p + 0 at the final stage.
The binding energy of an atom is given by the energy difference of the groundstate Ig> , which is the state of lowest energy in the sector of Fock-space with (with N being the number of bound electrons), and the vacuum state Iv> , the state of lowest energy with Even if no normalordered representation of H is used this construction leads to finite energies as all contributions of the 'Fermi-sea', the negative continuum, cancel.
As the nonrelativistic TFDW model can be considered as an approximation of the Hartree-Fock limit we will argue on the basis of the HF limit of QED~. The energy of each state (Eg as well as Ev) can then be expressed in terms of the HF approximated electron propagator
In graphic form we have the well known diagrams
The cross (E3 represents the kinetic energy operator, the second term being the potential energy due to the external potential. The third contribution is readily identified as the Coulomb energy while the last graph characterizes the exchange energy.
The four current density is related to the Greens function via Looking at the lowest order diagramms contributing to jV , or at the exchange energy graph above, one immediately recognizes that one cannot discuss QED problems without addressing renormalization.
Renormalization
We thus should have started with the renormalized Lagrangian 4 containing the standard renormalization constants Z ,, Z2, Z and 6m of QED.
3
Renormalization directly modifies the vacuum polarization, the self energy and the irreducible vertex function. Using, for example, the counterterm technique and dimensional regularization we obtain for the four current density in lowest order of ci
The second term compensates the UV-divergence of the first graph of j ( o ) ' reg
Taking into account the renormalization of the lowest orderself energy graph where the cross represents a regularized UV-divergent insertion that keeps the self energy bubble finite, we find two identical counterterms for the exchange energy density
Charge renormalization has altered our ~amiltonian(dr0~ index R for brevity).
Here the energy of the external field contains a renormalization constant which will compensate a divergence in the kinetic energy.
The gradient expansion
In order to set up the TFDW model we imagine (in analogy to the nonrelativistic case) that the HF propagator can be replaced by a propagator of an effective field theory where the simple line stands for the free propagator and the insertion for an effective four potential, representing both the electron nucleus and the electronelectron interaction together. In detail, the current indicated above has the form with the notation
where E(x) 7 The renormalization procedure has lead to a finite second order contribution of the kinetic ener y and a finite exchange energy (compare the functional to former results in ref. s%-~).
In the nonrelativistic limit ( p<<m in our units) this functional goes over into the well known TFDW energy density.
The variational equation and preliminary results
It is straightforward to derive the relativistic TFDW variational equation 
Final remarks
We have demonstrated that the model presented above is the correct extension of the nonrelativistic TFDW model to the relativistic domain. Further numerical work with the variational equation is required. The main task in addition is the generalization of the RTFDW model to arbitrary external fields by using a full effective four potential rather than a pure electrostatic one when computing the effective Greensfunction. The result will be an energy momentum tensor dependent on a full four current. Such a functional should have all the properties one expects as eg. gauge invariance.
